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              COLLIESTON HARBOUR HERITAGE GROUP 

  Minutes of the Meeting on 31st August 2015 

Present: Roddy Junor, Sally Sheehan, Meg Wallace, Robin Mackie, Anne & Anthony Craig, 

Lewis Cowie, Carol and John Proudlock 

Apologies:  Councillor Rob Merson, Councillor Isobel Davidson, Mike Wallace, Trish and Ewan 

Cowie,  

Approve minutes: Proposed Robin Mackie, Seconded Lewis Cowie 

Matters arising:   

 Parking donations – group agreed we should make our own sign rather than continuing 

to wait.  

 Berth Holders:  Still some people yet to pay, but Trish will check the list. 

 Boulders from AWPR – probably unlikely to be obtainable as they will be crushed on site 

during the project. 

 Arch Henderson’s Andy Martin has been extremely helpful. He has contacted an 

armouring specialist who is currently involved in the Nigg harbour project in Aberdeen. 

The contractor is preparing a document detailing the armouring requirements for the 

harbour at some stage in the future.  No contractor costs have been discussed, believed 

this will be a gesture of support.  

 Plaque on pier needs to be re-painted.  Cost approx 25p per letter.  Burgess of Ellon 

were to be contacted by Lewis. 

 Lewis waiting for delivery of the money spinner.  Will be sited just outside the shop, and 

will have a picture of the pier in a storm.   

Chairman’s Report: 

Arch Henderson have provided outline costs relating to the 2015 findings.  Estimated to be in 

the region of £670K.  Simon Gillespie of David Leith has advised that the next stage of work is 

beyond the capacity of volunteers.  The group can still take on some small works, but anything 

beyond that is beyond our capability – particularly vertical repairs, and also the terms of our 

insurance.  Some materials may be available from Peterhead Power Station.  Need equipment, 

people and weather all at the same time for things to happen, looks more likely than ever that 

we need major funding to make this happen.  
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Costs relate mainly to work above the waterline, Roddy has still to ask Arch Henderson for 

more information.  Costs also do not include VAT.  

Anne asked why there seemed to be such a difference between the current costs and the cost 

of the work done last year.  Believed that this was because the work was preventative rather 

than a complete repair.  Arch Henderson’s costs are for the total repair to the pier.  

Lewis thought that the group could do the wall joints - which had been priced at £50k.  Group 

agreed this could be possible. 

Coastal Communities Fund is likely to open again at the end of the year.  Hopefully it will 

provide for small harbours like ours, but no details are available yet. 

Fennel are another company which Roddy has talked to.  They are willing to provide a film 

showing the pier as well as a model which would hone in on the repairs giving detailed 

breakdown on each individual part requiring repair and it’s cost.  They also hope to provide 

underwater filming showing the condition below the surface.  Water conditions at the 

moment are not good.  If this is not possible drone has GPS positioning which could provide 

detail on a plan. Cost will be £400+VAT. Quality is excellent and digitisation allows for closer 

inspection.  

Film may also include Cransdale etc to emphasise the heritage part of our remit.  

Hope to show the finished film at the AGM on September 25th.  

Group all approved the expenditure. 

Councillor Davidson’s had sent an email which had said the Estate Factor would like to work 

with the group to ensure that land belonging to the Harbour is registered. Lewis said that 

Harbour Act as reviewed in 1991 is very clear of what the Harbour Trustees are responsible 

for.   

Financial update:  Treasurer Trish Davidson was on holiday.  OSCR had written informing us 

that our accounts are now due, however the deadline is not until next year. 

Canoe Club had sent a £70 donation for use of the Pier 

Lewis had made a note of parking donations collected July £49.61 Aug£131.12 June £96.33. 

Some jute bags and cards have been left over from Gala.  Richard Tait has made some sample 

coasters for the group to see.  Costs still to come for a set of 4 or 6.   
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Pouch bags may be an idea – Meg will investigate.  

Company in Dyce may be a source for personalised whisky labels. 

Bye Laws 

Felt that in general members of the community are unaware of the requirements of the bye 

laws.  Insurance requirements for boat owners will be investigated. Roddy had examples of 

Cruden Bay’s notices.  

AOCB:   

 CORC have been invited to send a representative to future CHHG meetings. 

 Interpretation Board in progress.  

 

Date of next meeting:  Joint AGM with the Community Council on Friday 25th September.  

Next CHHG meeting Monday 5th October. 

 


